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FOREWORD

The John Peter Zenger Award for 1973, being conferred today
on Mrs. Katharine Graham, publisher of the Washington Post, is the
20th such award bestowed by the University of Arizona.
And, although this award is granted by the University, it should
also be noted that Mrs. Graham was one of eight nominees selected
winners
was
daily and weekly newspaper editors from all across the country. The
John Peter Zenger Award, therefore, can be considered a truly national presentation made by an assembly of newspaper peers.
The Zenger Award is made for "distinguished service to freedom of the press and the people's right to know," and, applying that
principle, Mrs. Graham was nominated and elected because, "Like
John Peter Zenger, she withstood official wrath to defend the public's
right to know. The reputation of the Post was on the line during those
long, lonely months when one newspaper carried the brunt of the
Watergate investigation."
Benjamin Franklin reprinted the writings of two London newspapermen who were formulating a new theory of free speech and a
free press, before the Zenger trial ever entered the court. These
British newsmen, collaborating under the pen name of "Cato," advanced the following arguments: "Without freedom of thought,
there can be no such thing as wisdom: and no such thing as public
property, without freedom of speech: which is the right of every man,
as far as by it he does not hurt and control the right of another: and
this is the only check which it ought to suffer, the only bounds which
it ought to know
whoever would overthrow the liberty of a nation
must begin by subduing the freedom of speech."

...
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And, it is the same author, John Hohenberg, in his book Free
Press, Free People, who noted that the colonial government of the
time leaned more to the arguments of Machiavelli, who held that the
fatal weakness of popular government was the freedom of people to
"speak ill" of it, and that it was "... a wise prince who insisted on
being `talked of with reserve and respect'."
These two conflicting thoughts came to a test in the Zenger trial
in 1735. The government accused Zenger of printing seditious libel
for criticizing the governor of New York. The judge, during the trial,
said that truth was no excuse for a libel.
Andrew Hamilton put that argument to rest by appealing to the
jury. He admitted that Zenger had printed the stories, but argued that
there was no libel because what had been said was true. "Power,"
he said, "may justly be compared to a great river, while kept within
its due bounds, that is both beautiful and useful: but when it overflows its banks, it is then too impetuous to be stemmed, it bears down
all before it, and brings destruction and desolation wherever it
comes ...." Hamilton cited liberty as "the only bulwark against
lawless power ...."
In his final argument to the jury, Hamilton said: "The question
before the court and you, gentlemen of the jury, is not of small nor
private concern; it is not the cause of a poor printer ... it is the best
cause. It is the cause of liberty ...."
A good parallel can be drawn in the position of Zenger's newspaper, the New York Weekly Journal, in 1735 and in that of the
Washington Post which began the Watergate stories in June 1972.
Both were critical of an administration of government, and both
were heavily criticized by those administrations for the stories that
were published. Both were vindicated for their support of the truth
and the right of the free people of this nation to know what is going
on in this country
both in government and in other activities

-

affecting the public welfare.
And, just as our Constitution is a living document that is challenged, reviewed and tested almost daily, so are these liberties that
we salute and honor today. Freedom of speech and freedom of the
press are alive only as long as they are used daily and are able to
survive the challenges, the reviews and the tests that are thrown
against them. The torch of liberty is bright when it is held high by its
supporters and fanned in the breeze of public opinion.
And, one person who believes in keeping those liberties alive is
the Zenger Award winner with us today, Mrs. Katharine Graham.
She began her newspaper career early as a reporter on the Madeira
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School student newspaper in Greenway, Virginia. Mrs. Graham went
to Vassar College for a year before transferring to the University of
Chicago, where she graduated in 1938. She worked on her father's
newspaper, the Post, during summer vacations. After graduation, she
became a reporter for the San Francisco News. A year later, she went
back to Washington at her father's request to join the editorial staff
of the Post, and had a wide experience including assignments with the
Sunday, circulation, and editorial departments.
Mrs. Graham became president of the Washington Post Company
in 1963, and last May, became chairman of the board and chief
executive officer of that company which owns not only the Washington Post, but also Newsweek, four television and two radio stations.
Mrs. Graham is a trustee of George Washington University, the
University of Chicago, the Urban Institute and the Federal City
Council. She is a director and a member of the executive committee
of the Inter -American Press Association.
She, in addition, is the mother of a daughter and three sons.
When she became president of the Washington Post Company,
she expressed her philosophy as a publisher by quoting three sentences from a 1935 statement made by her father: "The newspaper's
duty is to its readers and to the public at large, and not to the private
interests of the owner. In the pursuit of truth, the newspaper shall be
prepared to make sacrifice of its material fortunes, if such cause
be necessary for the public good. The newspaper shall not be the ally
of any special interest, but shall be fair and free and wholesome in its
outlook on public affairs and public men."
She has earned a reputation for support of her editors and for permitting competition and a free flow of ideas in the media her company
controls.
Mrs. Graham, at this time, it is my pleasure to present to you this
silver and turquoise plaque from the University of Arizona, representing the John Peter Zenger Award for 1973, in recognition of your
selection by fellow newspapermen for "distinguished service to freedom of the press and the people's right to know."

MARVIN D. JOHNSON
Vice President
The University of Arizona
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Katharine Graham

for
The Washington Post
It is a great honor indeed to receive an award named for John Peter
Zenger, the printer whose trial for libel in colonial days laid the foundations of the freedom of the press.
One could draw certain parallels between Zenger's experience and
that of the modern -day press. He was a poor German immigrant who,
after years of struggle, launched the New York Weekly Journal, "containing," as he put it, "the freshest advices, foreign and domestick." His news
was so fresh, in fact, if not so impertinent, that his paper quickly became
both popular and controversial. Zenger printed the facts about scandalous conduct by the royal governor. He was arrested on a charge which
sounds familiar today: in the words of the warrant issued by the government, his offense wa§ printing "many things tending to raise factions and
tumults, among the people of this province, inflaming their minds with
contempt of His Majesty's government, and greatly disturbing the
peace."
And he was acquitted because the people of the jury recognized
that what he wrote was true.
I don't want to stretch the parallel too far. Compared with Zenger's
colonial print shop, the modern newspaper is a vast, mechanized organization. Only a little type is still hand -set, and I sincerely hope that our
spelling and grammar are better than his.
And yet our mission is the same. The Zenger case spelled out for
the first time the freedom and responsibility which the American press
still holds: the freedom and responsibility to persist in printing the truth,
because that freedom can only be kept alive by constant exercise, and
by a rigorous defepse whenever it suffers erosion or attack. That process
of assertion, challenge and redefinition goes on today. It is the only way
to keep a free society alive and vigorous.
In accepting this award for the Washington Post, I would like to give
credit to every individual who helps make up the Post. But in particular
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want to accept your honor on behalf of two tenacious, hard -working
reporters, Carl Bernstein and Bob Woodward, and the four editors who
supervised their work: Barry Sussman, Harry Rosenfeld, Howard
Simons and especially Ben Bradlee, the executive editor at whose desk
the buck of responsibility stopped.
I'd like to single out, too, our two editorial page editors, Phil
Geyelin and Meg Greenfield, who kept plugging away at the import of
what was unfolding on our news pages. And I would list, finally, the
corporate officers of the company, Larry Israel and Mark Meagher, who
shared the responsibility for backing up the news and editorial team.
I'd like to think that all these people, by the performance you are
honoring today, have helped to advance in our own time the liberty
which John Peter Zenger's brilliant lawyer, Andrew Hamilton, described
in his summation to the jury. He called it: "The liberty both of exposing
in these parts of the world at least, by
and opposing arbitrary power
is a liberty we try to exercise, and
That
truth."
writing
the
speaking and
we thank you for this award.
Now all this can be pretty heady and head -turning stuff. But the
world has a fortunate way of keeping one humble. Last month, for example, a Senate subcommittee released a Louis Harris poll on public
attitudes toward government and various institutions. Among other
things, it showed that 52 percent of the people expressed great confidence in local trash collection, while only 30 percent had great confidence in the press. In other words, the public seems to have less trust
in those who put the news on their doorstep than in those who take it
away the next morning.
Such a poll may be discouraging, but it's hardly surprising. For
while events of the past year have shown the importance of a free and
vigorous press, they have also given new currency to some hard questions and perennial controversies about the way we do our work.
I'd like to discuss some of those questions and controversies today,
who probe and criticize every other
because I think the news media
to respond to questions about
an
obligation
have
element of society
and
performance.
our own standards
So let me start with the most fundamental and pervasive question
I hear concerning the role of the press in general and the Washington
Post in particular. It is the allegation that somehow the press created
the agony of Watergate in the sense of having recklessly pursued and
exposed those stories and thus directly caused the nation's present turmoil. The President is so weakened he can hardly govern the argument
and this is the doing of the press.
goes
profoundly. For the most important fact, and the
We disagree
I

-

-

-

-

-

-
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only really relevant fact about the array of offenses known as Watergate,
is that they happened. If we of the press had never found out about them,
or if, knowing about them, we had not reported them, so that the public
had never learned of them at all, they would still have been real. They
would have been an ineradicable part of our national history, if not of
our public record.
These facts, in other words, existed prior to and independently of
our discovery and publication of them. The burglaries had been committed. The outsized secret funds had been disguised and stuffed in
safes or carted around the country in suitcases. The enemies lists had
been drawn up. The tax returns had been filled out, signed and filed. The
secret cables had been studied and facsimilies forged. The evidence had
been shredded, burned and otherwise destroyed.
So the question inevitably becomes something other than whether
the press created Watergate. It becomes whether the press should have
pursued and published these facts and whether the public should have
been informed of them. When you put it that way, of course, most
answer "yes." But they still
people even the media's harsher critics
are not entirely comfortable with what they perceive to have been the
press's role, and immediately other questions arise about the way the
story was handled.
It is possible, for example, to acknowledge that a number of people
in the White House and on the President's reelection committee may
have made serious mistakes and even committed serious crimes .. .
but to argue that even so the press has magnified these lapses out of all
proportion and has given Watergate much more relentless and extensive
coverage than the scandals of other administrations received, this is the
view which holds that our Watergate coverage can only be accounted
for by a supposed desire of the press to, quote, "Get Mr. Nixon."
Let's examine that proposition for a moment. I would contend that
the notion that the press has been, by comparison, kind or protective in
reporting the activities of previous presidents or of Democrats in general simply does not hold up. And I'm afraid I would have plenty of
support for my contention from those Democrats and former administration members who consider themselves to have gotten a very short
end of the stick over the years. If you leaf back through the pages of the
recent past, you'll find straightforward coverage of Vietnam and domestic dissent and presidential performance which angered Lyndon
Johnson regularly. You'll find extensive and by no means protective
coverage of Chappaquiddick. You'll find reporting on the Muskie and
McGovern campaigns, for instance, and on the Eagleton affair which

-

-

-
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was not at all what the candidates had in mind for
to put it mildly
prominence in our pages.
I will grant that in certain important respects Watergate coverage
more sustained,
has been different from much of what I cited above
are
reasons for this,
But
there
more
extensive.
and
finally
more probing
facts
of
the case were
in
which
the
manner
the
not the least of which is
from the
officials
systematically obscured and distorted by government
start.
Beyond the evident effort to cover up the story, there has been the
fact that what finally came to light has been distinctive in several ways,
among them the sheer magnitude and reach of the scandal. In fact, I
think that by now a mere unadorned recitation of some of the basic elements of what has occurred provides an adequate measure of what is so
distinctive about the story.
including an attorney general
Two former Cabinet members
inmost important aides
the
President's
indicted.
Some
of
have been
and
former
domestic
of
staff
House
chief
cluding his former White
have been obliged to leave
counsellor and former special counsel
government as a consequence of being under criminal investigation
themselves and some also have been indicted; the Vice President of the
United States has been convicted of a felony and forced to resign from
office; the man the President appointed to be attorney general to help
clean up the mess, Mr. Elliott Richardson, whom the President described
as being a man of "unimpeachable integrity," resigned from office, as
did the deputy attorney general, rather than carry out presidential
orders to fire the special Watergate prosecutor. A former acting director
and
of the FBI has admitted destroying evidence in a criminal case
and
prestepped down. White House aides have confessed to planning
siding over the burglary of a doctor's office. Surely, this abbreviated
recitation, in itself, suggests that it is the events which have been spectacular as distinct from the act of reporting them.
Again, I believe the quality of the scandal may be unique. For what
characterizes most of its individual episodes is not the traditional brand
although there has been some of
of influence -peddling and graft
that but rather a pervasive indiscriminate use of power and authority,
a passion for secrecy and deception, and an astounding lack of regard
or small
for the normal constraints of small "d" democratic politics
"r" republican politics if you prefer.
In this connection, I think "indiscriminate" is the key word. That is
because there are actually very few aspects of the Watergate scandals
that have not been, in lesser degree, foreshadowed in the acts of other
politicians and other administrations, so that you could say the Water-
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gate crimes represent an extravagant and reckless culmination of some
of the worst trends in postwar American political life. In that sense, I
think none of us has much to be self- righteous or complacent about in
viewing the present scene. It is in no way to minimize the culpability of
those responsible for this ultimate series of shocks to make the larger
point: namely, that neither the national security cover for blatantly
political acts nor the crooked campaign financing scheme nor any of a
number of other excesses came to us in this latest and most serious
manifestation without what should have been good warning.
Finally, I would add that no other scandal I can recall has been so
compounded by mistakes and misassessments on the part of those under
investigation. And those errors from the initial decision to launch the
have, I believe,
cover-up, through the incredible saga of the tapes
done more than any other factor to prolong and intensify the national
anguish the national discovery.proceedings.
If I seem to dwell on the distinctive nature of the case, it is because
the involvement of so many top
a recognition of its central elements
is crucial to
officials, the secrecy, the high- handedness, the cover -up
answering another question that is often raised. It is, why, in the course
of our Watergate reporting, we relied so heavily on what are loosely
and often misleadingly called "leaks" of information and on sources
whose identity we could not and did not reveal.
Both are standard, indeed essential, reporting techniques and both
are widely misunderstood. I have discovered that these days when most
people think about "leaks," their image is that of a reporter's being
as in the Ellsberg epigiven a freight car full of secret documents
or of his putting the nation's survival in jeopardy by divulging
sode
some extremely sensitive bit of military information. Neither image fits
the Watergate reporting. Far from being a "receiving" operation, it
involved the most arduous and painstaking investigative work. And far
from involving a breach of national security, it involved penetration of
political and administrative secrecy designed to cover up a sequence
of crimes and improprieties.
In these respects, Watergate was much nearer the norm of our day by -day reporting than was the Ellsberg story, which in fact was by its
very nature a one -time event. For it is normal in Washington for officials
to seek to classify or otherwise remove from public reach information
which by no stretch of the imagination can be characterized as affecting
the national security or the Constitutionally -protected right of individuals to certain privacy. And it is equally normal, not to say desirable,
for reporters to seek to pierce such disingenuous veils. As a flat-out
general principle, I would be willing to assert that in the course of doing

-
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so, reporters prefer to get such information on the record and attributable to an identified source. The problem is that our access to it is
frequently conditioned by the source's need or desire to remain anony-

mous.
I think the press has contributed to the widespread misunderstanding of this kind of arrangement and of the purpose it serves. We
have allowed it to be described and have described it sometimes ourselves
as a reporter's privilege, when in fact it is not a private license
for the press but an essential instrument in fulfilling the public's right to
know.
The point which must be emphasized is how much vital information
on the hard and hidden problems of society the crimes, the injustices,
the follies of institutions
can be obtained only from confidential
sources. Often, these are people in the most sensitive and well- informed
positions, people who can provide information available no other way,
but also people whose jobs or well -being or sometimes even lives would
be endangered if their identities became known. To curtail the ability of
the press to use and protect such sources would therefore constrict, if
not cut off entirely, the flow of information on the kinds of matters
which most need to be exposed to light.
In covering both the Agnew affair and Watergate, especially the
early stages of Watergate, the Post relied on confidential sources very
heavily. At every step, we took extraordinary care to doublecheck every
bit of material and its context before printing it
and there was much
which did not stand up and, accordingly, was not published, and more
that turned out later to be true which we withheld as not sufficiently
confirmable. We took such pains because the stories were so important
and sensitive and potentially harmful to individuals
and because the
news media were under a constant assault from the administration, with
official spokesmen not only denying the facts but assailing the credibility
and motives of the media.
I will admit that we had many moments of anxiety. For all the inherent skepticism which journalists acquire, there is still a very human
desire to want to believe so- called authoritative spokesmen
and a
very human tendency to become anxious when your stories, no matter
how solidly grounded, are denied repeatedly and vehemently.
In this respect, we were probably somewhat naive. For all the sad
experience of recent years in Washington, we underestimated for a long
time the capacity of government to hide and distort and push aside the
truth. Nothing had prepared us, for instance, for Ron Ziegler's breathtaking admission that all statements of the previous ten months were
simply "inoperative."

-
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We weren't the only ones taken in. Columnist William Safire, a
former Nixon White House aide, recently confessed in print that he had
been wrong to take up the cudgels on behalf of Mr. Agnew
but that
he had done so only after Mr. Agnew had personally assured him that he
had done nothing wrong.
So while we underestimated the government's willingness to lie, we
also underestimated the extent and ferocity of their counterattacks
against the press. We now know, through documents recently released,
that long before the Watergate burglary, White House aides were trying
in many ways, some public and some covert, to intimidate and discredit
the press and to manipulate public opinion to their own ends. One White
House memo, for instance, discussed mobilizing the "silent majority"
to "pound the magazines and networks." Another spoke of using threats
of IRS and anti-trust investigations to bring the media into line. Another
said, "We have a team of letter- writers who are pestering the Washington Post."
Indeed a number of the misleading impressions of the motives of
the press in general and this company in particular are a result of some
of the mud having stuck. For months, after all, our reporting was officially described as hearsay, innuendo, guilt by association, character
assassination and the rest. We were singly and collectively attacked in
print and on national television. Yet after the story started unravelling,
it turned out to have been underplayed, not overplayed, and it turned
out that it was not the press but the government that had drawn up
enemies lists for revenge.
This brings me to my final point. Increasingly, as events proceed,
people
not all of them White House supporters
ask why, now that
so much has been revealed, the press does not let up, ease off, and stop
adding to the wreckage. The simple answer at one level is a practical
one: it is that things keep happening. New facts
the "Saturday Night
Massacre," the problems with the tapes, the tax returns that raise new
questions continue to emerge.
But there is a larger and more difficult question intended here, and
it is one to which I think all of us at the Washington Post have given
much thought. For as Americans looking around us at the severe problems this country faces and the increasing Watergate- related difficulty
of the administration in dealing with them, we too must wonder whether
we would not all have been better off if the dispiriting facts had never
been made known. I do not think that is an easy or obvious question, but
I think I know what the answer is.
I get there the hard way. I get there by staring at these national
urgencies
eco;.iomic, diplomatic, military and social
that affect us
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all and that require a large measure of national unity and governmental
strength if we are to meet them wisely and well. Some people have asked
whether it is not more important to this nation's general well-being that
an administration whatever its failings and offenses enjoy sufficient
public trust to deal with the nation's other business than that these particular offenses be exposed.
But finally one can only accept this thesis if one is willing to concede too much
willing to concede things about the strength and
resiliency and fundamental nature of this country that I for one am not
willing to concede.
As for example, that we can and should tolerate serious breaches of
our Constitution because we cannot ensure our well -being or run our
affairs if they should become public issues, or that the American people
can only withstand a certain limited number of shocks and a measured
amount of disillusionment with reality so that after a time it is best not
to let them know, or that faced with our present dilemma we can serve
ourselves and our heritage best by running away from a very serious part
of our troubles, or that national stability rests on national ignorance.
That is hardly the faith of a free people. Moreover, it can hardly be
the code of a free, vigorous and dispassionate press. For to say that we
should suppress some news, if we deem it too bad or too unsettling, is to
make the press into the censor or the nursemaid of a weak and immature society. The Founding Fathers gave the press a very different
mission: inform the people and promote the free flow of facts and ideas,
however untimely or challenging or disagreeable those facts and ideas

-
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may be.

They charged the press, in short, with doing, when required, exactly
what John Peter Zenger was arrested for: publishing "many things tending to raise factions and tumults ... and greatly disturbing the peace."
That is because the Founding Fathers presupposed a strong and
healthy society and a mature and reliable people.
We at the Washington Post continue to honor and respect those
assumptions. We believe the Founding Fathers were right and that the
history of this country has demonstrated their rightness again and again.
The faith of a free people, in other words, is not a blind faith in the
rectitude of those who happen to be governing at any given moment.
Nor is it an easygoing complacent trust that everything is probably
going well
a trust sustained in times of trouble only by ignorance of
the truth. On the contrary, the faith of a free people rests on faith in
itself
faith in the capacity of a fully informed citizenry to make right
and honorable decisions and to make a democratic system work. When
you have so defined the essential spirit of a free people, it seems to me
you have also defined the function and the duties of its press.

-
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